
SIMPLE SETUP

PROTECTS

Initiates regeneration 
only when the resin 
bed is exhausted
(less reserve capacity)

Processes real-time 
water hardness data 
through the XTR2 
sensor control

EFFICIENT WATER SOFTENING SOLUTION

Perfect solution for 
areas where water 
hardness fluctuates

Set the time of day and go. No need to set 
hardness — the system automatically monitors 
the resin bed and determines exactly when 
regeneration is required.

Protect pipes and appliances from hard water 
with an automatic sensor regeneration that 
keeps hard water from entering your home, 
providing you with a consistent flow of soft 
water, regardless of usage patterns.

ADAPTS
30 – 50% reduction in salt usage and water 
waste. AccuSense adapts to water hardness, 
providing more efficient regenerations, 
allowing for more complete use of the resin 
bed and reducing unnecessary regenerations.
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Providing comprehensive solutions
for water treatment professionals.

PENTAIR® FLECK® 5800 XTR2
ACCUSENSETM TECHNOLOGY

Brine tank and bezel sold separately

NEW!



Touch screen XTR2 control designed to respond to changes 
in system status with a sophistication that traditional 
systems can’t match.  

Features convenient external wiring, keeping the wires 
accessible and dry. 

AccuSense™ Technology delivers superior monitoring 
compared to traditional systems, with noncorrosive 18-karat 
gold-plated sensor probes that continuously analyze the 
resin bed, initiating regeneration only when actual hardness 
is detected for a truly adaptive system.   

Sensor tank with two O-ring side ports offers simple 
installation and easy access to probe assemblies. O-ring 
sealing allows probes to be easily removed and cleaned or 
replaced as needed.   

The 5800 XTR2 with AccuSense continuously monitors 
real-time status of resin bed and helps prevent unnecessary 
regenerations, providing a “set and forget” approach.

Providing comprehensive solutions
for water treatment professionals.

HIGH-QUALITY WATER FROM A RELIABLE SYSTEM
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Reduces salt, dissolved 
minerals, bad taste and 
ordor. Includes 50 gallon 
per day reverse osmosis 
element. Provides 
cleaner, fresher tasting 
water for drinking and 
cooking.  

Enhance the appearance of your tank 
while protecting cables and probes. 
UV resistant. Easy zip-on design. 
Optional custom logo to keep your 
company front and center.

FREQUENTLY PURCHASED WITH ACCUSENSE SYSTEMS

PENTEK RO-2550
REVERSE OSMOSIS DRINKING
WATER SYSTEM

Optional Neoprene Jacket
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#22161079

NEOPRENE TANK JACKET
BLACK | OPTIONAL CUSTOM LOGO

DRAIN LINE FLOW CONTROL HOUSING
& FLOW WASHERS

#37608444 - 8 x 44”
#37609484 - 9 x 48”
#37610544 - 10 x 54”
#37612524 - 12 x 48”

Check salt levels anytime, 
anywhere from a smart 
device using the Pentair® 
Home app. Simple in-app 
instructions and guide 
light for tank and salt 
level measurements.

CONNECTED SALT LEVEL SENSOR
WIFI ENABLED SALT MONITOR
#224005702

FLECK BYPASS

Providing comprehensive solutions
for water treatment professionals.

BEZEL
BLUE | SILVER | BLACK

#384326200 #384326202 #384326201

#386070500

*Yoke sold separately

#3812086 – 1.5 GPM
(for 8 x 44” tank)
#3812087 – 2.0 GPM 
(for 9 x 48” tank)
#3812088 – 2.4 GPM 
(for 10 x 54” tank)
#3812090 – 3.5 GPM 
(for 12 x 52” tank)

#3860041SS

#3860040SS

3/4” PLASTIC*
#3860049

1” FPT STAINLESS STEEL

3/4” FPT STAINLESS STEEL


